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Unit 1 

Part 1: Reading Comprehension 

1. Read the passage. Then choose the best answer for each item. 
 

Devon’s class was learning about the Underground Railroad. Devon made this timeline 

of events in the life of Harriet Tubman, who helped rescue many enslaved people. 

 

Harriet Tubman 

1820 Born in Dorchester County, Maryland 

1844 Marries John Tubman, a freeman 

1849 Runs away from the Brodas plantation using the Underground Railroad to Pennsylvania 

1850 Rescues her sister, brother-in-law, and their two children 

1851 Makes second trip on the Underground Railroad with her brother 

1857 Rescues parents, Harriet Green and Ben Ross 

1858 Meets Captain John Brown who calls her General Tubman 

1860 Flees to Canada 

1862 President Lincoln announces the Emancipation Proclamation 

1863 Serves as scout in the Union army and helps lead a raid that frees 750 slaves 

1865 The 13th Amendment passes, freeing all enslaved people 

1867 John Tubman dies 

1869 Marries Nelson Davis 

1913 Dies March 10 

 

1. Who was Harriet’s father? 
A John Brown  

B John Tubman  

Student Name: 

    ___________________ 

Section:  

___________________ 
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C Nelson Davis  

D Ben Ross 

 

2. The 13th Amendment freed all the slaves in ________. 

A 1820  

B 1849  

C 1862  

D 1865 

 

3. Who did Harriet help rescue first? 

A her sister  

B her brother  

C her parents  

D John Brown 

 

4. Harriet spent most of her life ________. 

A working for the Union army  

B helping slaves to escape  

C being married to Nelson Davis  

D being an enslaved worker 

 

 

Part 2: Vocabulary 
- Academic 
1. Choose the answer that best completes each sentence. 

 

1- The best things about a plan are called its ________. 

A advantages  

B disadvantages  

C traits  

D devices 

 

2- When two things are exactly the same they are ________. 

A produced  

B developed  

C shipped  

D identical 

 

3- What is a specially arranged list of simple chemical substances? 

A an elevator shaft  

B a periodic table  
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C an elemental chart  

D an elemental table 

 

4- Olivia got a ________ to make sure she owned the rights to the clock she 

invented. 

A patent  

B device  

C gusher  

D hoist 

 

5- The sequence of related events in a story is the ________. 

A mood  

B plot  

C setting  

D theme 

 

6- A man struggling through a snowstorm to get home is an example of character 

versus ________. 

A self  

B another character  

C society  

D nature 

 

7- A type of descriptive language used in literary works is called ________. 

A plot  

B simile  

C imagination  

D setting 

 

8- It was March 7, 1891 at a California ranch is an example of ________. 

A plot  

B setting  

C imagery  

D figurative language 

 

9- A new device or idea that has never existed before is called a(n) ________. 

A discrimination  

B invention  

C reaction  

D technology 

 

10- When something happens that needs immediate attention, it is a(n) ________. 
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A trait  

B function  

C emergency  

D invention 

 

11- The purpose of something is its ________. 

A funnel  

B region  

C function  

D environment 

 

12- Something you want to do in the future is called a ________. 

A patent  

B goal  

C resource  

D score 

 

- Key Words 
1. Write each word in the box next to its definition 

 

Advantages  developed  disadvantages  produce  shipped   traits 

 

1. ---------- developed -----: made more complete or advanced 

2. -------- disadvantages ----: unfavorable conditions 

3. --------- traits ----: characteristics, usually referring to that of a living thing 

4. -------------- Produce ---: to make or manufacture. 

5. ------- Advantages ----------: favorable conditions 

 

2. Write the letter of the correct definition next to each word. 

1. Function B     a. made or invented 

2. Significant C   b. the purpose of something 

3. Technology D   c. noticeable or important 

4. Created A     d. all the knowledge and equipment used in science 

 

 

Part 3: Word Study 
 

Choose the correct inflected form of the word in bold type. 

 

occur 

A occurred  
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B ocured  

C ocurred  

D occured 

 

regret 

A reggretted  

B regretted  

C regreted  

D reggreted 

 

rebel 

A rebelling  

B rebbeling  

C rebeling  

D rebelling 

 

 

Identify the noun modifier in each sentence. Choose the letter of the correct 

answer. 

 

1. The presidential debates are a real media event. 

A real modifies media  

B presidential modifies event  

C debates modifies real  

D media modifies event 

 

2. The popular attorney general is up for reelection this year. 

A attorney modifies general  

B up modifies for  

C reelection modifies year  

D popular modifies attorney 

 

3. They bought a beautiful new kitchen counter. 

A beautiful modifies new  

B kitchen modifies counter  

C bought modifies kitchen  

D new modifies kitchen 

 

 

Part 4: Grammar: 
Choose the answer that best completes each sentence. 
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1. She found a (n) ________ coin. 

A old round wooden  

B wooden old round  

C wooden round old  

D round wooden old 

 

2. Peter bought a ________ car. 

A tiny black fast  

B black fast tiny  

C fast tiny black  

D fast black tiny 

 

3. The sequence word that tells you something happened last is ________. 

A first  

B next  

C finally  

D then 

 

4. Which sentence tells you what Maria did to start? 

A Finally, she rinsed the brush and put it back.  

B First, Maria put toothpaste on the toothbrush.  

C Then, she ran the brush under water briefly.  

D Next, she brushed her teeth carefully. 

 

5. Yesterday, Jacob ________ his old toys to his younger sister. 

A gives  

B given  

C will give  

D gave 

 

6. The farmer ________ it would snow tomorrow. 

A knew  

B know  

C knowing  

D knewed 

 

7. Kate ________ the newspapers to the recycling center. 

A take  

B taken  

C took  

D to take 
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8. Last week, Ling ________ her pets with cool water. 

A supplying  

B supply  

C supplied  

D to supply 

 

9. The fireworks were the ________ they had ever seen. 

A colorful  

B most colorful  

C more colorful  

D color 

 

10. The team played the ________ game of the whole season. 

A more worse  

B most worse  

C worse  

D worst 

 

11. The new house is ________ than the old one. 

A better  

B best  

C more better  

D most best 

 

12. The sequence word that shows something that happened last is ________. 

A first  

B then  

C next  

D finally 

 

13. Vera looked ________ the binoculars to get a better view of the nightingale. 

A at  

B between  

C into  

D from 

 

14. My grandmother’s birthday is tomorrow, ________ I don’t know what to give 

her. 

A so  

B but  

C for  

D because 
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Underline the appositive in each sentence. Write R if the appositive is restrictive 

or N if it is nonrestrictive. Then circle the noun or noun phrase that the appositive 

renames. Note : The noun or noun phrase is in red 

 

1. I saw the most magnificent animal, a white-tailed deer, at the park. 

2. My sister Ava became a nurse after she graduated. 

3. St. Petersburg, a city of almost five million people, was designed by Peter the 

Great. 

4. The U.S. president John Kennedy was known for his speaking skills. 

5. My brother’s car, a red Volkswagen, broke down this morning. 

6. My friend Bill called me last night. 

7. A friendly and beautiful tabby, Sam, was my favorite cat. 

8. My cousin Ye Won lives in South Korea. 

 

Read each sentence. Then circle the noun modifier and underline the noun being 

modified. 

 

1. We have a new grocery store in the neighborhood. 

2. They sell good breakfast cereal. 

3. I like fruit drinks because they are healthful. 

4. The package design really gets your attention. 

5. You can learn a lot from television advertisements. 

 

Complete each sentence below with the simple past of the verb in parentheses. 

 

1. My grandmother always (dry) -----dried---------- her laundry on a clothesline. 

2. We (want) --------wanted-------- to go swimming, but the pool 

(close) -----------closed------  at five. 

3. They (try) --------tried------- to invent a new way to communicate. 

4. He (not live) ------didn’t live-------  in Paris for very long before he 

(move) moved 

 

Complete each sentence below with the simple past of the verb in parentheses. 

1. She (know) --------knew------ the answer to the question. 

2. There (be) ------were--------- problems with the first transatlantic cable. 

3. They (throw) ---threw----------  me a surprise party. 

4. He (not be) --------wasn’t-------- happy about how he (do) on the test. 

 

 

Complete each sentence below with the comparative or superlative form of the 

adverb in parentheses. 
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1. (politely) She greeted me the-------most politely-----  out of everyone. 

2. (happily) He smiled-------more happily------  than before. 

3. (badly) Our team played the ----worst-------  that we’d ever 

played. 

4. (gracefully) That girl  dances -----the most gracefully----- of all. 

5. (badly) I have never done -----worse-------  than I did on that 

test. 

 

Part 5: Writing 

How can change improve people’s lives? 
 

Think of a life-changing experience. Write a descriptive essay about it. Tell how your 

life improved as the result of this event. Include details that help readers 

understand what you are writing about. Write on the lines below. 

 

 

 

Unit 2 
Part 1: Reading Comprehension 

Read the passage. Then choose the best answer for each item. 

 

Raise Your Hand 

“Who wants to read for us today?” Mrs. Henderson asked. Ling went to raise her hand 

but hesitated. She wanted to read, but she felt her stomach start to flutter. What if 

everyone laughed at her? 

Since Ling and her family had moved to America, her English had really been improving. 

Still, sometimes she stumbled over some words. Ling had been working hard on her short 

story. She was excited about it. 

If only she could get some feedback from the class, then she could finish it. 

So she took a deep breath and raised her hand. 

“Ling,” Mrs. Henderson said, “Do you have something to share with us today?” 
“Yes, I do,” Ling proudly responded. She took her place at the front of the room. 

“The day Tatiana found out her parents were moving was the day she got accepted to 

the music program at the Conservatory,” Ling began. 

 

1. How does Ling feel about reading in front of the class? 

A excited  

B nervous  

C angry  
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D proud 

 

2. Why does Ling hesitate before raising her hand? 

A She is afraid no one will like her story.  

B She thinks Mrs. Henderson won’t pick her.  

C She worries that her English isn’t good enough.  

D She hasn’t been working on her story enough. 

 

3. What motivates Ling to read in front of the class? 

A She wants feedback on her short story.  

B She wants to practice her English.  

C She wants to get into the Conservatory.  

D She wants Mrs. Henderson to like her. 

 

4. At the end of the story, Ling is best described as ________. 

A scared  

B lonely  

C angry  

D brave 

 

 

Part 2: Vocabulary 
 

Key Words 
 

Choose the word or words that best complete each sentence. 

 

1. Scientists gather ________ before they make conclusions. 

A debts  

B mass  

C data  

D area 

 

2. Double check the numbers to make sure they’re ________. 
A continuous  

B accurate  

C summary  

D complex 

 

3. They’re using sonar to determine the ________  of the ocean. 

A weight  
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B depth  

C length  

D height 

 

4. The sound is ________. It never stops. 

A intermittent  

B unconscious  

C determined  

D continuous 

 

5. The sentence He went to the store can be changed into the first-person point of 

view by changing ________. 

A went to goes  

B He to You  

C the to your  

D He to I 

 

6. Which of these sentences is in the first person point of view? 

A I visited my grandmother last summer.  

B You can make a necklace with beads and string.  

C Jose wanted to buy a new shirt for the party.  

D Maria got her hair cut really short. 

 

7. The people or animals involved in a story are called ________. 

A plot  

B characters  

C caricatures  

D symbols 

 

8. The ________ refers to the narrator, or person telling the story. 

A setting  

B imagery  

C point of view  

D conflict 

 

9. A conflict between a character and nature is called an ________. 

A internal conflict  

B interior conflict  

C external conflict  

D exterior conflict 

 

10. Factors that may affect an author’s writing are called ________. 
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A author’s influences  

B author’s conflicts  

C influential authors  

D conflicted authors 

 

11. The words ________ show that a story is told from the first-person point of 

view. 

A you and yours  

B she and her  

C he and him  

D I and we 

 

Academic Words 
 

Choose the correct word for each definition below. 

 

1. ________: something difficult that you need skill or ability to do 

A project  

B did  

C code  

D challenge 

 

2. ________: a way to use words, letters, or numbers to send secret messages 

A code  

B network  

C aid  

D talk 

 

3. ________: went somewhere with someone 

A accepted  

B accompanied  

C supported  

D helped 

 

4. ________: help or support given to someone 

A challenge  

B aid  

C accompanied  

D network 
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5. ________: something that is said, written, or done as a reaction or reply to 

something else 

A fatigue  

B response  

C approach  

D benefactor 

 

6. ________: express your thoughts or feelings so other people understand them 

A communicate  

B accelerate  

C take  

D laugh 

 

7. ________: a way of doing something or dealing with a problem 

A communicate  

B language  

C resource  

D approach 

 

8. To continue to live after an accident or illness is to ________. 

A blister  

B give up  

C survive  

D be helpful 

 

 

 

Part 3: Word Study 
Look at the chart below. Add the prefixes im-, over-, un-, or after- as directed to 

create a new word. Write the new word on the chart. Then write the meaning. 

 

patient  Impatient 

2. estimate  Overestimate 

3. flow  Overflow 

4. even  Uneven 

5. healthy  Unhealthy 

6. thought  Overthought   

7. shock  Aftershock 

 

 

Choose the word that has the correct prefix added to the word in bold type. 
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1. perfect 

A afterperfect  

B imperfect  

C overperfect  

D unperfect 

 

2. do 

A imdo  

B overdo  

C predo  

D afterdo 

 

3. equal 

A afterequal  

B imequal  

C overequal  

D unequal 

 

4. noon 

A afternoon  

B imnoon  

C overnoon  

D unnoon 

 

5. eaten 

A aftereaten  

B imeaten  

C overeaten  

D uneaten 

 

 

Read the choices below. Choose the letter of the correct compound noun. 

1.  A doorboard  

B doorlook  

C doorway  

D doorspeed 

 

2.  A   dayglasses  

B daybow  

C daily  

D daylight 
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3.  A goldfish  

B goldstand  

C goldpaper  

D goldpetal 

 

 

Part 4: Grammar 
Choose the answer that best completes each sentence. 

 

1. ________ was difficult with the all the noise outside. 

A Studying  

B Studied  

C Did study  

D Study 

 

2. ________ English can be very difficult. 

A Did teach  

B Teach  

C Teaching  

D Was taught 

 

3. Which of these sentences has a gerund as the subject? 

A Who wants to go skiing?  

B Skiing is a fun winter sport.  

C The hard part of skiing is stopping.  

D I’ve never been skiing before. 

 

4. In the sentence Mark’s parents began writing together, the word writing is the 

________. 

A verb  

B subject of the sentence  

C object of the verb  

D object of a preposition 

 

5. In the sentence Cooking is easier if you follow a recipe, the word cooking is the 

________. 

A verb  

B subject of the sentence  

C object of the verb  
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D object of a preposition 

 

6. In the sentence I had a fear of flying in small planes, the word flying is the 

________. 

A verb  

B subject of the sentence  

C object of the verb  

D object of a preposition 

 

7. In the sentence I hated going to the store in the rain, the word going is the 

________. 

A verb  

B subject of the sentence  

C object of the verb  

D object of a preposition 

 

8. The camp ________ by volunteers. 

A was builded  

B was built  

C builded  

D was builted 

 

9. Heather’s concerns ________ seriously by her teacher. 
A took  

B were took  

C taken  

D were taken 

 

 Write simple if a sentence is simple. Write compound if it is compound. 

1. Birds and butterflies fly south in the fall. Simole 

2. The sun rises in the east, and it sets in the west. Compound 

3. Spending time in the woods and by the ocean teaches you 

about nature. Simple 

4. Dragonflies migrate, but they fly in only one direction. Compound 

5. I became interested in Gary Paulsen, so now I want to read 

more of his books. Compound 
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 Write sentences about yourself with gerunds as subjects or subject complements, 

using the verbs in parentheses. Students’ answers 

 

(win) 

(travel) 

(give) 

(drive)  

 

 Rewrite each sentence using the passive form. 

 

1.  Doctors and scientists read accounts of yellow fever. 

Accounts of yellow fever were read by Doctors and scientists 

2. Yellow fever claimed millions of lives. 

Millions of lives were claimed by Yellow fever 

3. Yellow fever struck the Mississippi Valley. 

The Mississippi Valley was struck by Yellow fever  

4. The researchers proved the doctor’s theory. 

The doctor’s theory was proved by the researchers 

5. Vaccines controlled yellow fever. 

Yellow fever was controlled by Vaccines 

Part 5: Writing 
 

What are the benefits of facing challenges? 

 

Think of a serious challenge someone might face during his or her lifetime. Write a 

short fictional narrative about a character facing that challenge. Tell how the 

character overcomes the challenge and how the struggle improves his or her life. Tell 

the story from the character’s point of view. Write on the lines below. 

 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

 

 

 


